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Hello, and a very warm summer welcome to the latest edition of your Proud East Mar-
shian.

As I write this, the sun is out and it’s a beautiful morning. We’ve had spectacular storms 
and torrential rain, heavy heat and cloudy, fresh days: each have their own beauty. 
Sunshine and rain, this is the pattern of our summertime weather, and the pattern of 
life.

Reading through the articles for this edition, I realised that they too follow a pattern.  
Here we have the themes of wellbeing and unity brought to us by our very own East 
Marsh Writers: Pat, Ines and Caroline; our friend Richard and our colleague Jack, from 
East Marsh United (EMU). All show us that unity and wellbeing are buffers against life’s 
storms.

We’re delighted to announce that the Sun and Moon Festival team and East Marsh 
United (EMU) are uniting to create a formidable force for action and change in our 
community. Unity is good, just ask Jack, you’ll meet him for the first time in this edition 
and it’s a privilege to have him on board.

Pat found unity in football, and Caroline’s moving family recollection shows the power 
of unity in extreme circumstances. Her second piece proves that sometimes coinci-
dence can bring you to the people you need to unite with!

Richard gives us another wonderful photographic prompt, encouraging us to make 
the most of our phone cameras and inspiring us to look at the images we’re taking in a 
different way.

Pat responded to Richard’s photographic prompt from our last edition. The theme was 
‘hope.’ For Pat, this comes in the form of a cup of tea. Everyone at East Marsh Writers 
can vouch for this – there’s a brew on the go as soon as she walks through the door! 
Here, Pat gives her favourite cup a voice.

Ines is the spiritual essence of our group, and she has given us two simple tips to im-
prove our wellbeing. I’ve tried them. They work. Thank you Ines!

The merging of the Sun and Moon Festival and EMU creates a team that can make 
things happen in many different ways, offering hope; united for wellbeing.
Together we are stronger. 

Take that step and join us:
www.sunandmoonfestival.org
East Marsh United
Facebook:
Sun and moon community arts festival
East Marsh United

‘Unity is Strength’
Jack Booth

‘A Series of Small Events’
Caroline Beeson-Spence

‘A Formidable Little Ship at Dunkirk’
Caroline Beeson-Spence

Wellbeing with Ines Aschkowski

‘Football and Me’ 
Pat Moughton
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JACK BOOTH
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Hello, 

I’m Jack Booth. In April 2021, I was offered 
the role of Marketing and Communications 
Assistant with the team at East Marsh 
United. For me, this was a very poignant 
occasion in my life as this was my first dip 
into employment after graduating from 
university. 

Like many, I had a lot of concerns about 
what the future may hold when our lives 
were drastically changed at the start of 
2020 so when the opportunity came for me 
to join the team at East Marsh United, I was 
very thankful, and I extend those thanks to 
the EMU team for wanting me to come on 
board. 

I feel that my role is constantly changing 
and evolving at EMU, but if I were to tell 
you about my role in the best way I can, I’d 
say that I am looking to use my skill set to 
help build EMU’s digital development and 
engagement with its audiences, especially 
with EMU’s website and social media 
platforms. It’s important that we listen to 
any ideas or questions you may have and 
use these ideas in the best way possible.

I have lived in Cleethorpes all my life, 
attending school at Humberston Academy 
before going on to Franklin College to 
study for my A-Levels. I then went on 
to study journalism at the University of 
Huddersfield. 

During my time in Huddersfield, I worked 
with their local football club, Huddersfield 
Town where I gained some invaluable 
experience in the ‘real world’ of a working 
environment. Here, I also witnessed the 
great work they do in their local community 
and realised the how important community 
assets are to a local people. 

In my short time with EMU, I have 
enjoyed interacting with the many lovely 
people who also want to help EMU make 
a difference. The times we are currently 
living in have shown us how important it 
is to have a strong and united community. 
It has been rather humbling to see people 
from all different backgrounds coming 
together to work towards the goal of 
transforming the lives of the East Marsh 
community. 

There’s a lot of hard work going on behind 
the scenes at EMU, with some great 
projects to be shown to the world very soon 
- so keep your eyes peeled on our website 
and social media!

My first experience of being a part of 
EMU in the came at the back end of May, 
when we hosted our Conversation Day at 
Freeman Street Market where we were 
able to reintroduce EMU to our community 
and talk about our future plans. I thought it 
was lovely to see everyone coming together 
to be united as a community. 

Unity is so important. 

Away from EMU, I obsess myself with all 
things Liverpool Football Club. On a typical 
match day at Anfield, a banner adorns the 
Kop which says: ‘UNITY IS STRENGTH’. 
This phrase resonates very strongly with 
me, and this phrase is the EMU cause. 

Let’s continue to work together. 

Unity is strength. 

UNITY IS STRENGTH
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A SERIES OF SMALL EVENTS
CAROLINE BEESON-SPENCE

Sometimes, coincidences happen.  A series 
of small events link together until they 
result in something big.  When these small 
coincidences are happening, you don’t think 
too much about them, but afterwards you 
realise they were meant to be.  

This is what happened to me.

A couple of years ago, my cousin visited.  
My aunt had recently died, and my cousin 
was sorting out her house and needed a 
break from the memories at the loss of her 
wonderful Mum, my Auntie Marjorie.  The 
Globe in Cleethorpes was our coffee house 
of choice. 

Sitting in the window was a small group of 
people. They were really animated in their 
discussions, which obviously had a clear 
focus.  

I realised Gordon Wilson was one of the 
people in that group.  

Years ago, Gordon and I lived on the same 
street. He’d walk past our house as he went 
to teach English at a local school or to 
work at the local newspaper (The Grimsby 
EVENING Telegraph, as it was at that time).  
How could someone make a living with the 
written and spoken word?  I thought he’d 
written books but how could that be?  Where 
would you even start to do such a thing? 

I spoke to Gordon in the Globe that day, 
reintroducing myself to him.  He introduced 
me to the others in that conversation.  I took 
a photo of them all. One was Jayne Williams, 
someone who was to become important to 
me, but I had no idea of this at that time.  

Gordon told me about the inspiring project 
they were working on with Jayne.  He also 
told me about the new writing group that had 
been set up, the East Marsh Writers, meeting 
at Freeman Street Market regularly and 
suggested I might like to attend.

I was thrilled to be invited and thought ‘why 
not.’  I always wanted to write and present 
my stories, but I had no idea how to go about 
doing it.  

The first time I went, Gordon was there, 
and I met Carolyn Doyley for the first time.  
Other writers were there too. I felt like I 
was going back to school after the six weeks’ 
holiday.  That feeling of nervousness and 
anticipation and that everyone else knew 
what they were doing, and I had no clue.  

I attended week after week, ideas were 
unlocked, memories from my past set free 
and smells and sounds from the past were 
thrown into the air.  The stories from my 
family came back to me from these sessions. 

My grandad, the Skipper; my dad, the 
lumper; my fishfinger packing mum; all of 
my huge family with grandparents and great 
grandparents, aunts, uncles and many, many 
cousins and that time of great love all came 
back to me.  

Pat Phoenix, also known as Elsie Tanner 
from Coronation Street, and her relationship 
with my nana came to the forefront of my 
mind.  I started talking to family members 
about these stories, seeking out photos, 
artefacts, letters, newspaper articles and the 
ideas for my piece Elsie Tanner Knew my 
Nanna was born.

A poem, then a short story followed.  Carolyn 
continued to support me and suggested I 
put in an application to Open Pitch/New 
Perspectives Theatre Company where Jayne 
Williams, the woman I met at The Globe, is 
Participation Director.  It offered the chance 
to work with this company to turn my story 
into a play. 

I was sure Jayne wouldn’t remember me from 
that chance meeting at The Globe.  I don’t 
think she would know just how significant 
that meeting was to me.

I submitted my application but knew that 
entries were high, and the competition was 
stiff.

My application was successful. I was 
successful. New Perspectives are now 
working with me to develop my story further. 
That means I’ll be working with playwrights 
and directors from a national touring theatre 
company. I’m currently  working with the 
company to turn my short story into a play.  

I hope that people will enjoy the story of 
my nanna and her relationship with Pat 
Phoenix, which will now go out to a national, 
and possibly international audience.

From an unexpected meeting over a 
coffee, to stepping over the threshold into 
something new and finding my voice, to 
working with New Perspectives Theatre 
Company, I’m so glad that I found the 
courage to let those series of small events 
roll out.  
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A FORMIDABLE LITTLE SHIP AT DUNKIRK
CAROLINE BEESON-SPENCE

My Grandad, Jack Beeson, was the 
Skipper of a fishing vessel, HMD 
Formidable, sailing out of Grimsby with 
his crew.  He was a proud, hardworking 
man, helping to feed the nation. 
 
During both 
World Wars, 
many Grimsby 
fishermen 
did much 
more than 
fish.  They 
volunteered 
and were put 
to work mine 
sweeping. 
They cleared 
the shipping 
lanes and 
used their 
fishing vessels 
to trawl the 
sea collecting, 
moving and 
disposing of 
those mines.  
Already brave 
in their fishing 
endeavours, 
they displayed 
another level 
of bravery at 
sea, seeking 
the mines 
and risking their lives to help save the 
nation. 

In 1940, these brave fishermen were 
called upon yet again. Between 26th 
May and 4th June, nearly 340,000 

British, French, and Belgian troops were 
trapped by advancing German armies 
on the coast of France and Belgium in 
the area around Dunkirk.  Soldiers were 
forced onto the beach as their only hope 
of rescue.  

A plea went 
out across the 
fishing ports 
of the country.  
Hundreds of 
civilian vessels 
took part: 
sailing barges, 
fishing smacks, 
cockle boats 
and lifeboats, 
crewed mainly 
by volunteers, 
put their own 
lives at risk to 
deliver soldiers 
to the nearby 
bigger boats or 
indeed back to 
Ramsgate or 
other ports on 
the South Coast.

Many Grimsby 
fishermen 
answered the 
call and put 
their lives on 

the line to take part in the Dunkirk 
rescue in May 1940. 

My grandad was one of them. 

The operation was named Dynamo, and 

the plan was implemented with great 
speed.  Soldiers were to be  rescued 
either from the mole (a thin wooden 
breakwater running alongside the East 
side of Dunkirk harbour) or directly 
from the beach.

Prior to taking part in Operation 
Dynamo, HMD Formidable had been 
renamed.  There was already a Royal 
Naval vessel of that name.  Due to 
the confusion around post and other 
matters, Grandad’s HMD Formidable 
was renamed HMD Fidget.  It is said 
he never got over the renaming of his 
vessel from Formidable to Fidget! Hold 

your head high though grandad, the 
good ship Fidget was still formidable on 
those days at Dunkirk.

Records show which boats took part 
and how many soldiers were rescued by 

that vessel. HMD Fidget rescued 568 
soldiers over 3 days, making numerous 
trips back and forth to larger vessels and 
to Ramsgate ferrying soldiers to safety.  

Overall, 338,226 troops were rescued 
from Dunkirk by 933 ships.  224,320 
of those were British.  Sadly 236 ships 
were lost. 

239,465 of those saved reached safety 
via the mole accessing the bigger ships 
while 98,761 were rescued from the 
beaches by the little ships and their 
brave crew.  

Some of these 
soldiers can 
be seen in the 
photos which my 
grandad took on 
board the Fidget.

Grandad died in 
1971. I was six 
years old and too 
young to have 
a conversation 
with him about 
his Dunkirk 
experience. My 
whole family 
were, and are, 
very proud of 
him.

I’ve often wondered who the crew were 
of the Fidget and thought about all those 
rescued soldiers and the families that 
wouldn’t be here now if it wasn’t for 
those little ships and their brave crews.
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A FORMIDABLE LITTLE SHIP AT DUNKIRK
CAROLINE BEESON-SPENCE

Maybe there are people reading this who 
have one of grandad’s crew from that 
Dunkirk rescue mission in their family. A 
longshot, I know – but it’s not impossible.

If so, it would be great to hear 
from you. You can make contact 
by sending an email to 
carolyndoyley@gmail.com



Football and Me
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PAT MOUGHTON

Growing up in the late 70s in Newcastle, I 
was always aware of football. There didn’t 
seem to be, to me anyway, many live games 
to watch on the TV, or if there was, we were 
out playing till the streetlights came on, so 
perhaps we missed it.

It’s funny then that for some reason Match 
of the Day is one of my earliest memories. I 
loved watching and listening to Jimmy Hill 
or Dickie Davies reeling the scores off in 
that strangely hypnotic way. We kids always 
laughed when ‘Forfer-four’ was read out
.
As I got into my youth, I travelled about a bit 
independently on local buses going into the 
city to shop and to the pubs and clubs. On 
one journey into town, an  Ipswich V Arsenal 
game was on the bus driver’s radio. I said to 
my friend, ‘Whoever wins this, I’ll support.’ I 
couldn’t even name one of the players from 
either side – then or now. I just know Ipswich 
had won by the time I got off the bus – that 
was about my level of interest.

As a young woman venturing into her teens, 
Newcastle town centre on match days was 
a bit of a pain – lots of drinking and singing, 
with fans hanging around Eldon Square 
Green before making their way up to St 
James Park. My mam always, always warned 
that if Millwall were playing Newcastle then 
do not venture into town at all. I ever did.

Time went on and in my next memory I’m 

now married with one son, living down in 
Canterbury. It’s 1990. And here, in this year, 
the World Cup ignited something in me.

We had wall charts pinned up to see which 
teams we supported. We tracked their wins 
and losses and number of goals. England 
flags were flying everywhere and red, white 
and blue shell suits were suddenly the height 
of fashion.

My husband invited his army mates around 
to our house to watch the games. Most of his 
mates were single and lived in blocks with a 
couple of hundred other men. Our sofa was 
more comfortable, so it seemed!

The excitement of seeing this ball kicked 
around a green pitch, the camaraderie of 
the lads, the cheering, the singing, the joys 
and the lows, the oooohs, the aaahs, the 
anticipation, the watching it through your 
fingers, the goosebumps on your arms when 
the National Anthem was sung by a crowd, 
was everything.

I was hooked. A few of my friends were 
saying ‘Oh, he’s got nice legs, he looks good 
in those shorts,’ but for me it has never been 
about that.

I have been an avid football fan for 31 years. 
I will watch just about any match on the TV, 
but the team that has my heart is Newcastle 
United.

Even moving down to Grimsby 20 odd years 
ago has not made me swap my black and 
white for the local black and white!

My 3 sons grew up hearing me shout, swear, 
scream with joy or disbelief when the match 
was on, full blast for Match of the Day. TV 
outside during the balmy summer World Cup 
days – flags festooned walls, windows, and 
flag poles.

My husband wore a Man United shirt, and I 
wore a Newcastle one. We were questioned 
by strangers when we went shopping 
together in our shirts: ‘Don’t you two argue 
when your teams play one another and the 
other one loses?’ 

‘No,’ we answered in sync. We respected 
each other’s choices.
We did have our own little digs at each other, 
all in fun. If Man United won by say 3-0, I 
would be asked if I wanted 3 sugars in my tea. 
Post-it notes would be left in strategic places 
– under my pillow, on light switches, just to 
remind me of the score!

Ironically, none of my sons or any of my 
8 grandchildren have shown the slightest 
interest in watching, playing, or supporting 
any football team. It’s not for the want of 
trying on my part!

Football – it’s a funny old game, but I love it.
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INES ASCHKOWSKI

Hello, my name is Ines, and I’m a member of the East Marsh writing group. 

We’ve all been very aware of our wellbeing over the last year and a half.  Helping 
people improve and achieve wellbeing is important to me, that’s why I became a 
holistic therapist. I run a local holistic therapy business called Amara Holistics.  

You may wonder what ‘holistic’ actually means.  Well, a holistic approach to 
a treatment will consider a person’s wellbeing at all levels: physical, mental, 
emotional, and spiritual. 
When you receive any holistic treatment, feel-good hormones called endorphins are 
released. This will make you feel very relaxed.

But you don’t  have to visit a holistic therapist to take part in holistic therapy, there 
are many simple changes you can make to increase your wellbeing.
What can you do for your own wellbeing? 
First thing: watch how you’re breathing! 
Is your breath shallow? Do you only breathe into your chest? 
The deep breathing technique: 

Posture is important when deep breathing. Your shoulders should be back, chin up 
parallel to the floor. Consciously breathe into your belly first, then into your chest. 
You’ll know you’re doing it right because your belly will stick out and then your 
chest will rise. Continue with this breathing pattern for a few minutes. Notice how it 
helps you to relax.

Next - positive affirmations:
Negative thoughts can lead to low mood. One common thought pattern might be 
‘I’m not good enough’, which becomes a belief system. Positive affirmations help. 
Write down the related positive affirmation and believe it is true – because it is:  ‘I 

AM good enough; I AM loved’. Place stickers with your positive affirmations around 
the house. Say them out loud! After a while, your mind will adapt and believe the 
affirmations you give it.

Give these techniques a try – they really work and they’re so easy to do.

If you want to explore further and visit a holistic therapist, here’s a selection of what 
they can offer you:

Massage helps to decrease muscular tension, increasing blood and lymph flow, 
improving muscle tone, or releasing pain.

Reflexology works on the whole body. The feet are like mirror images of the body. By 
stimulating or balancing points on the feet that are related to organs or areas of the 
body, deep relaxation and an improvement in bodily functions can be achieved.

Reiki Healing is the channelling of Universal healing energy. A practitioner gently 
places their hands on or above the body (the client is fully clothed). The healing 
energy will flow to areas of particular need. Reiki works at all levels. Acute injuries 
may heal quickly but more chronic illnesses take longer. You may feel heat or cold 
energy from the therapist’s hands or feel the energy run to an area of your body. You 
may see colours or pictures. In most cases, a client will feel more positive, relaxed, 
and energised afterwards. 

Holistic therapy doesn’t replace medical advice and treatment – it works alongside 
it.

I wish all readers good health and happiness.
Ines x
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I am a constant companion to you. 

I am there the second you open your eyes

And I can’t take my eyes off you.

I care for you – give you hope.

I even have a little knitted jacket, 

To keep you from burning your hands on the side of me.

I wear it often with no thought for myself,

Sweltering under it from the hot water 

And the heat from you! 

But you’re worth it.

I am your go to item when you’re happy, sad, thirsty, bored, tired from work.

I am your last thing at night and your first thing in the morning.

And you care for me,

I appreciate how you wash me with warm soapy water;

We have that love of baths in common!

I love how you hold me close. 

You are my most faithful friend;

I hope I am yours.

Never stop drinking from me,

Never tire of tea.

Love from your cup.
16 17

Cup, by Pat Moughton



We’ve all got used to following new and unfamiliar rules over the 
last year or so, some easier to follow than others. Photography 
also has a set of rules, except these rules are just some guidelines 
to give you new ideas or to help you take interesting pictures. 
They aren’t hard and fast rules you must stick to, in fact because 
the best pictures are those that make you feel something inside, 
sometimes you can have the most success when you throw all the 
rules out of the window and have some fun. 

Rule of thirds

Here’s a picture of Ross House taken from Thesiger House. It 
seems to work well and the second picture with the grid shows us 
why. If you break it up into thirds, you can see the horizon sits on 
the top dotted line while the foreground is beneath the bottom 
line and Ross House is squarely on that left vertical line. Just 
lining one part of your photo with one of these lines can help it 
look more composed.

Framing
 

Another trick to bring something to life and make people feel 
they are really there is to frame your shot with another object, 

like the window here. It can be anything, mirrors, gaps in fences, 
walls, hedges or parked cars are all great to try.

Breaking the rules
 

Here’s a picture of my daughter at the beach and technically it 
isn’t very good – the horizon isn’t straight, it’s over exposed, it’s 

not even in focus! But still, there’s something about it that works 
for me, it captures the moment, a moment of fun.

Try a few of these ideas and share your results with us by 
emailing them to carolyndoyley@gmail.com so we can include 

them in our next issue.

Leading Line
 
In this picture of the inside of St. Mary’s Lighthouse, notice how 
your eye follows the stairs round as they curve. You can use this 
trick with kerbs or railway lines (just don’t go on the tracks – 
obviously) and it works really well when you put something at the 
end you want to draw people’s eye too such as a person, a dog, or 
maybe something simple like a signpost.

Life 
Through 
the Lens
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RICHARD McCLEAN
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find us online:


